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Even though Mazda’s new rotary engine is not slated for a sports car, many Mazda enthusiasts have been eagerly awaiting its return. However, several English media outlets are reporting today ...
Reports that Mazda is killing the rotary are not true
VTEC was, and still is, a way of adjusting an engine’s valve timing to suit either low-speed ... and a much more aggressive set that allows the engine to keep the valves open for much longer ...
The best four-cylinder engines ever – we pick our favourites
Yet again, Mazda has put on hold plans to bring back its Wankel rotary engine, this time as a range extender for its first battery-electric vehicle, the MX-30. Get the story at TheDetroitBureau.com.
Mazda Rotary Revival Back on Hold
The automaker first ran one in 1980, and Mazda’s highest finish before the 1991 season came in 1987, when the 757 crossed ... variable intake runner set-up for the final effort, which negated ...
Mazda’s Legendary 787B Stunned The World 30 Years Ago Today
Due to the Miata’s engine layout, it’s possible to fit a set of twin ... Credit: Mazda Miata Performance Manual There’s also the matter of ignition. Timing advance is computer controlled ...
Putting Carbs On A Miata, Because It’s Awesome
I have a 2016 Skoda Rapid Spaceback. It's now 5 years old with 50,000 miles on the clock. When does it need a replacement timing belt? I've had wildly different advice from different dealers. Does my ...
Does the timing belt in a Ford Focus last the lifetime of the car?
The Mazda MX-30 rotary range extender has gotten pushed further back, as Automotive News reports: The rotary range extender had been expected next year as part of the company’s multiple-solution ...
Mazda Rotary Plans ‘On Back Burner’
Mazda confirmed with Roadshow the rotary generator will still be onboard the PHEV when it launches, contrary to previous reports.
Mazda MX-30 plug-in hybrid complete with rotary generator still on
A rotary range extender is still under consideration, "but the timing of its introduction is undecided," Mazda spokesperson Masahiro Sakata said in an interview with Automotive News. The same ...
Is Mazda putting its rotary-engine range extender on hold?
Load Error In a report by Automotive News, Mazda spokesman Masahiro Sakata said that the company is still considering the use of a rotary engine as a range extender, but the timing of its introduction ...
Mazda postpones rotary range-extender engine for MX-30
High above Brockville City Hall, the clock tower’s bell has been silent, replace by the sound of construction tools.
Brockville clock tower revitalization will bring it into the 21st century
After decades spent pioneering sustainable practices in the vineyards of northwest Italy, MARTINI, the world’s number one Italian sparkling wine and vermouth from family-owned Bacardi, is proud to ...
MARTINI® Asti Celebrates 150th Anniversary With Sustainability Milestone
In today's edition of The Manifold, Mazda's rotary is somehow once again delayed, Callaway is cooking up a C8, and Volvo wagons get the axe.
Mazda’s rotary spins to a halt, Callaway C8 in 2022, Volvo axes some wagons
For Eddie Plein, it was cracking a tooth on a bowlful of fried cassava, some time in 1983. Plein’s invention — sparked by his time spent in the dentist’s chair, having his tooth replaced — was fronts, ...
The Rise and Fall of Eddie Plein, New York’s Forgotten King of Grills
In a monumental Game 4, Giannis Antetokounmpo had to find a way to lift his team to victory. With one of the most unbelievable displays of athleticism and agility, he had arguably the greatest block ...
Giannis Antetokounmpo’s Defensive Brilliance Is Swinging The Momentum Of The NBA Finals
The plug-in hybrid 2022 Mazda ... set to be introduced in global markets, including Australia, in the first half of next year. But despite the global launch rapidly approaching, Mazda spokesman ...
Mazda MX-30 rotary hybrid cancelled
Mazda has announced plans to electrify its full line-up by 2030 as it looks to introduce a range of hybrid and electric cars. The Japanese firm has been slower than many other manufacturers to ...
All new Mazda models to be electrified by 2030
In 2020, Elinor Lipman learned that her fizzy rom-com set in the bowels of the Trump administration would be coming out too late to be successful. Despite the author’s stellar track record cranking ...
Elinor Lipman’s ‘Rachel to the Rescue’ is a rom-com about a Trump staffer. Do we care enough to giggle?
About two weeks ago, Jay Leno revealed that he had set a 9.2-second quarter-mile time ... Tesla’s chief designer who relays from the timing tower the 9.247 second quarter-mile time.
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